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The third edition of the global bestseller,
FIFA World Football Records 2012
records all the outstanding feats of players
and teams in world football, bot just in
2010-11 but over the 140 years of
organised football. As well as records and
statistics from the major international
tournaments, every major footballing
nation is covered, with stories and
statistics, bringing them to life. This third
edition contains expanded sections on the
FIFA Womens World Cup 2011 and the
2011 AFC Asian Cup and looks forward to
the London 2012 Olympic Games.
Illustrated
with
more
than
500
photographs, this stunning volume is a
must for all football fans and the perfect
reference book for settling any argument
on world football.
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Chile national football team - Wikipedia The Chile national football team represents Chile in all major international
football competitions . A disciple of Marcelo Bielsa, Jorge Sampaoli broke new records for La Roja by winning 10,
With Sampaoli, Chile were able to qualify for 2014 FIFA World Cup, reaching to the round of Pablo Contreras,
19992012, 67, 2. New Zealand at the FIFA World Cup - Wikipedia The Uruguay national football team represents
Uruguay in international association football The team has won the FIFA World Cup twice, including the first World
Cup in In total, Uruguay have won 20 official titles, a world record for the most .. national team results. see also:
201213 Uruguay national team results. see FIFA World Cup - Wikipedia The FIFA Club World Cup is an
international association football competition organised by the Corinthians is the only club to have appeared in more
than one final and have a flawless record, winning the 20 editions. The Timao List of FIFA World Cup finals Wikipedia The FIFA Womens World Ranking - find out where your team are in the latest standings. Portugal national
football team - Wikipedia The FIFA Womens World Cup is an international football competition contested by the
senior . The 2015 FIFA Womens World Cup set a new attendance record for all previous FIFA competitions other than
the mens FIFA World Cup. Brazil national football team - Wikipedia The FIFA World Ranking is a ranking system
for mens national teams in association football, Historical records of the rankings, such as listed at , reflect the method
of calculation in . The March 2011 ranking was used to seed the draw for the 2012 CAF Mens Pre-Olympic Tournament
second qualifying round. List of FIFA Club World Cup finals - Wikipedia FIFA World Cup Final - Korea/Japan 2002
It contains a wealth of information about tournament records including winners lists, results, highest attendances,
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France at the FIFA World Cup - Wikipedia The FIFA World Coach of the Year was an association football award
given annually to the 1.1.1 Wins by manager. 1.2 FIFA World 2012 Spain Vicente del The FIFA Womens World
Ranking - The 2010 FIFA World Cup was the 19th FIFA World Cup, the world championship for mens . national
teams at the time, the 2010 World Cup shares with the 2008 Summer Olympics the record for most competing nations in
a sporting event. Turkey national football team - Wikipedia The New Zealand national football team has participated
in 12 FIFA World Cup qualification campaigns between 19, qualifying for two the 1982 FIFA World Cup in Spain and
the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa. Contents. [hide]. 1 World Cup competition record qualifying also doubled
as the group stage of the 2012 OFC Nations Cup. FIFA World Rankings - Wikipedia The FIFA Club World Cup is an
international association football competition organised by the . The 2012 edition saw Europes dominance come to an
end as Corinthians traveled to Japan to join Barcelona in The 2007 final holds the record for most goals scored in a
Club World Cup Final with six goals scored by five 2014 FIFA World Cup - Wikipedia The FIFA World Cup, often
simply called the World Cup, is an international association football . qualification rounds 198 nations attempted to
qualify for the 2006 FIFA World Cup, while a record Archived from the original on . Sweden national football team Wikipedia The Ghana national football team represents Ghana in international association football and Although the
team did not qualify for the senior FIFA World Cup until 2006 where they qualified for . The Black Stars went on to
secure a 100 percent record in their qualification campaign, 5, John Mensah, 20012012, 83, 3. FIFA Womens World
Cup - Wikipedia This is a record of Frances results at the FIFA World Cup. France was one of the four European FIFA
World Cup record[edit] .. Retrieved 27 January 2012. FIFA World Cup Archive - The France national football team
represents France in international football. The teams colours are blue, white and red, and the coq The 2012 UEFA
European Championship, commonly referred to as UEFA Euro 2012 or simply Euro 2012, was the 14th European
Championship for mens national football Euro 2012 set attendance records for the 16-team format, for the highest
aggregate attendance (1,440,896) and average per game (46,481). FIFA World Player of the Year - Wikipedia The
2012 FIFA Club World Cup was a football tournament that was played from 6 to 16 December 2012. It was the ninth
edition 2012 FIFA Club World Cup - Wikipedia The UEFA European Championship is the primary association
football competition contested It is the second most watched football tournament in the world after the FIFA . The
UEFA Euro 2012 tournament was co-hosted by Poland and Ukraine. . If in any of the knockout rounds, the scores are
still equal after normal France national football team - Wikipedia The Wales national football team represents Wales
in international football. It is controlled by They reached the quarter-finals of the 1958 FIFA World Cup. . Romania,
Paul Bodin missed a penalty when the scores were level 11 the miss was Wales were drawn in UEFA Euro 2012
qualifying Group G with Montenegro, FIFA Club World Cup records and statistics - Wikipedia The 2014 FIFA
World Cup Final was a football match that took place on at the The match was the third final between the two
countries, a World Cup record, after their 1986 and 1990 . He was also one of the referees at the 2011 FIFA Club World
Cup, UEFA Euro 2012 and the 2013 FIFA U-20 World Cup. UEFA European Championship - Wikipedia The FIFA
World Cup is an international association football competition established in 1930. The team that wins the finals receive
the FIFA World Cup Trophy, and their name is engraved in the .. Archived from the original on . Wales national
football team - Wikipedia The 2014 FIFA World Cup was the 20th FIFA World Cup, the quadrennial world
championship .. The match schedule was announced on 20 October 2011 with the kick-off times being confirmed on 27
September 2012 after the final .. With a 10 victory over France, Germany set a World Cup record with four consecutive
Germany at the FIFA World Cup - Wikipedia The Turkey national football team represents Turkey in association
football and is controlled by the Turkish Football Federation, the governing body for football in Turkey. They are
affiliated with UEFA. Turkey has qualified three times for the World Cup, in 1950, 1954, and 2002, . For the 2002 FIFA
World Cup Turkey finished second in their qualifying Uruguay national football team - Wikipedia The FIFA World
Player of the Year was an association football award presented annually by the During the mens era, Brazilian players
won 8 out of 19 years, compared to three wins the second most for French players. In terms of .. Marta, 5 (2006, 2007,
2008, 2009, 2010), 4 (2005, 2011, 2012, 2014), 2 (2004, 2013). UEFA Euro 2012 - Wikipedia Ghana national
football team - Wikipedia European qualifying for the 2018 FIFA World Cup consists of a the eight runners-up with
the best record against the teams finishing first, third, 2010 FIFA World Cup - Wikipedia The FIFA Club World Cup
is an international mens association football competition organised .. The FIFA Club World Cup returned to Japan for
the 20 edition. In 2011, Barcelona comfortably won of FIFA Club World Cup finals. Barcelona hold the record for most
victories, winning the competition three times. 2014 FIFA World Cup Final - Wikipedia The Portugal national
football team represents Portugal in international mens association The team took part in the 1934 FIFA World Cup
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qualification, but failed to The team started out with three wins in the group stage in Group C, against . Bentos team
qualified for Euro 2012, They were drawn into the group of FIFA World Coach of the Year - Wikipedia This is a
record of Germany and West Germanys results at the FIFA World Cup. The FIFA World Cup, sometimes called the
Football World Cup, but usually
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